This paper explains useful acoustic diagnosis techniques on rolling bearing using two method which are based on adaptive signal processing and auto regressive model a kind of system identification. In particular, SN ratio of acoustic signal measured by a condenser microphone for diagnosis can be improved by both methods. Still more, this paper describes efficient acoustic diagnosis of rolling bearing against under strong non stationary operation and the effect of measurement conditions which are sampling frequency, SN ratio of abnormal component and AR filter length for practical use.
Introduction
The development of condition diagnosis technology is needed for maintaining safety of machinery components such as rotary machinery (bearing, shaft and gear), decreasing the maintenance cost in manufacturing industry. Generally, most useful sensors to monitor condition of machinery components are piezoelectric accelerometer, condenser microphone and acoustic emission transducer. Acoustic diagnosis system with condenser microphone has some attractive features which is more cheap for cost with devices, is wide band range on frequency compare with piezoelectric accelerometer and is easy handling in order to not keeping contact with machinery components. However, acoustic diagnosis which is inferior on signal to noise ratio needs signal processing technique to eliminate back ground noise including acoustic signal generated by machinery components. Still more, diagnosis under strong non stationary operation of rotary machinery is important more and more recently, so we must match diagnosis against strong non stationary time series. In this research, an acoustic diagnosis technique correspond to strong non stationary signal for a failure rolling bearing a kind of rotary machinery components is proposed using adaptive signal processing algorithms. This proposed acoustic diagnosis technique is used to some adaptive signal processing algorithm to identify optimum algorithm for exactly detecting failure rolling bearing. In this paper, applied adaptive signal processing algorithm[1] are investigated against adaptive line enhancer (ALE) a kind of adaptive filter and locally stationary auto regressive (LSAR) [2] [3] model to extract a periodic abnormal signal including noise generated by machinery components. Finally, optimum adaptive algorithm in order to diagnose a failure rolling bearing has been identified using a rotary machinery simulator experimentally.
Theory of acoustic diagnosis methods

LSAR model and diagnosis algorithm
LSAR model expressed by equation (1) is the modeling method of non stationary time series. Where x is presumed non stationary time series, a is the auto regressive coefficients of j th order and i th term. x shows the past time series used to presume future time ones. The changing point of statistical properties within a time series can be distinguished from AIC(j) [4] expressed by equation (2). ALE is shown in Fig.2 . Correlative signal (abnormal signal) generated by failure bearing is only extracted, on the other hand, noise excluding abnormal component is decreased theoretically.
Discussion
Diagnosis by LSAR model
The normal LSAR model is modeled by applying strong non stationary signal, which generated by a normal rolling bearing, which can be mounted in a rotary machinery simulator. The specification of a diagnosed rolling bearing indicate below, the diameter of pitch circle is 27.6mm, the diameter of a ball is 6.35mm, number of ball in a rolling bearing are 20. Contact angel is 9 degree. This normal rolling bearing may be exchanged for a failure one wounded on the outer race. The normal signal is measured by a half inch condenser microphone that is located in 30mm from diagnosed bearing. The effectiveness of proposal method is identified by comparing residual component inputted in normal signal to one inputted
Theory of adaptive line enhancer (ALE)
Adaptive line enhancer (ALE) is a kind of adaptive filter. Abnormal acoustic signal generated by failure bearing is extracted by applying ALE. In this research, the optimum coefficients of adaptive filter in each time are determined by Leaky LMS algorithm expressed by equation (4). Where y(n) and x(n) show output signal and input one respectively, (n) and h k (n) are error signal and filter coefficient of k th order on time n, indicates step size parameter. A block diagram of abnormal signal. In this paper, an one point in order to make the strong non stationary state within a time series can be set by changing 1700 rpm in 800 rpm on rotation speed of the simulator. The measurement has been performed under sampling frequency is set at 20kHz, measurement time and constructed point number are 0.04 second per one point and 800 points respectively. The rotation speed of simulator between 0.0 to 0.015 second corresponds to 800 rpm, and between 0.015 to 0.04 second is set 1700 rpm. The normal signal has one point which represent strong non stationary state is shown in Fig.3 . This normal signal is constructed by the statistical properties that appear the small magnitude on amplitude and the small deviation in the former region. On the other hand, in the latter region, large magnitude on amplitude and large deviation are represented in time series relatively. The degree of non stationary state may be identified by AIC value of each time shown in Fig.4 . The variety of AIC value clearly indicates gently slope in the region of between 0.0 to 0.015 second. However, AIC value suddenly increases at the point of 0.015 second. It is clear that the statistical properties of this time series change at that point. In short, non stationary state suddenly increases at that point of 0.015second too.The sudden change of AIC value can be observed in the figure later, the normal signal is restored to the original state, which represents stationary state. The fact mentioned above, the exact division time in the time series changed the statistical properties correspond to 0.015 second. The LSAR modeling must be individually modeled in the former and the latter region against border time 0.015 second. The residual component inputted normal signal in the normal LSAR model is illustrated in Fig.5 . The statistical property of this residual component generally reveals that white noise, which shows evidence of appropriate modeling. The confusion of amplitude at the time 0.015 second is caused by applying normal signal before division time 0.015 second to auto regressive coefficients of the latter region after division one. On the other hand, the residual component inputted the abnormal signal generated by a failure rolling bearing in normal LSAR model is shown in Fig.6 . The cooperation of the abnormal residual component including abnormal signal can be suitably performed. Effect of sampling frequency about reappearance of abnormal component has been investigated in Fig.7 . Cut off frequency equals 9.5kHz at every sampling frequency. It is revealed that sampling frequency increases with being superior reappearance of abnormal component. Amplitude [v] 3.2. Diagnosis by ALE Acoustic diagnosis of a failure rolling bearing has been performed on adaptive filter based on Leaky LMS algorithm in this chapter. This experiment is carried out by TMS320C6711 DSK board controlled by Pentium desk top computer. Acoustic signal is measured by a half inch condenser microphone that is located in 30mm from diagnosed failure rolling bearing. Sampling frequency is set at 8.0kHz, measured time series are applied envelope treatment. Rotation speed of rotary machinery simulator is set at 1700rpm. The specification of diagnosed bearing is same in the case of the experiment on LSAR model.
Step size parameter and which are decided experimentally are set at 1.0e-12 and 0.996 respectively. Order of filter is 100, and number of delay is set at 5. Abnormal acoustic signal generated by failure bearing is shown in Fig. 9 . Adaptive filter is not applied to above abnormal signal. Periodic impulse signal generated by balls passed by a wound of outer race can not be observed in this figure obviously. On the other hand, applying adaptive filter based on Leaky LMS algorithm, it is shown in Fig.10 . that only abnormal component is extracted from acoustic signal including abnormal one. Periodic impulse signal under abnormal condition appear in the figure of envelope treatment obviously. Power spectrum on before figure indicate in Fig.11 ., pass frequency component of rotation speed and its harmonic components are obtained. Hence, the extraction of the abnormal signal including acoustic signal can be suitably performed using adaptive filter.
